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● WWoorrdd  PPaaiirr  AAnnaallooggiieess  AAnnsswweerr  KKeeyy  ((hhiigghh--bbeeggiinnnniinngg  lleevveell))  
 

  

WWoorrkksshheeeett  11    
  

11))  CC    66))    AA  

A wheel is part of a car.   Something that is serious lacks humor. 

  

  
  

22))  BB    77))    DD  

A key is used to start a car.    Something that is great is very good.  

      

33))  DD    88))    AA  

A characteristic of fire is to be hot.   To laugh is the opposite of to cry.  

      

44))  BB    99))    BB  

Something that is tiny is very small.    The ears are used to hear.  

      

55))  AA    1100))  CC  

The function of a doctor is to heal.    Ham is a type of meat. 

Juice is a type of drink. 
  

WWoorrkksshheeeett  22  
  

11))  BB    66))    AA  

The function of a chef is to make food.    A cup is used to drink.  

      

22))  CC    77))    DD  

A tiger lives in the jungle.    A carrot is a kind of vegetable.  

      

33))  CC    88))    AA  

Someone who is extremely interested 
is obsessed.  

  Something that is huge is very big. 

  

      

44))  AA    99))    AA  

Someone who is weak lacks strength.    Someone who is poor lacks money. 

Someone who is tired lacks energy. 

      

55))  DD    1100))  AA  

The nose is used to smell.    Something that is safe is not dangerous. 

Something that is silent is not noisy. 



WWoorrkksshheeeett  33  

11))  CC    66))    AA  

Something that is hot is very warm.    A kitten is a baby cat. 

      

22))  AA    77))    AA  

Something that is terrible is very bad.   A characteristic of water is to be wet.  

      

33))  AA    88))    CC  

A necklace is worn around a neck.    Someone who is sick lacks health. 

Someone who is scared lacks courage. 

      

44))  DD    99))    AA  

Something that is cheap is also 
inexpensive.  

  A hammer is used to hit. 

A knife is used to cut.  

      

55))  CC    1100))  BB  

A hat is worn on a head.   A shield is used to protect. 

A vehicle is used to transport.  
 

WWoorrkksshheeeett  44  
  

11))  CC    66))    BB  

A fish has the ability to swim.    A pencil is used to write.  

      

22))  DD    77))    BB  

By definition, something that is 
transparent is clear.  

  A conductor operates a train.  

      

33))  BB    88))    BB  

A tulip is a type of flower.   The opposite of near is far. 

The opposite of right is wrong. 

      

44))  BB    99))    DD  

A leg is part of a chair.   Chess is a type of game. 

Tennis is a type of sport.  

      

55))  BB    1100))  BB  

Something that is perfect lacks error.    The opposite of to win is to lose. 

The opposite of to buy is to sell. 

  



WWoorrkksshheeeett  55  
  

11))  AA    66))    DD  

A pear is a type of fruit.   A characteristic of a rock is to be hard. 

      

22))  BB    77))    BB  

Birds live in a nest.    The job of a mechanic is to repair. 

      

33))  CC    88))    CC  

Something that is amazing is very 
interesting.  

  Something that is rare is not common. 

Something that is old is not new. 

      

44))  CC    99))    BB  

Something that is heavy is not light.   A carrot is a type of vegetable. 

A flute is a type of instrument. 

      

55))  DD    1100))  AA  

A towel is used to dry.   A side is part of a square. 

A finger is part of a hand. 

  

WWoorrkksshheeeett  66  
  

11))  CC    66))    CC  

A flashlight is used to see.   Someone who is cowardly lacks 
bravery. 

      

22))  AA    77))    DD  

Someone who is hopeless is very sad.    A magician uses a wand as a tool. 

      

33))  DD    88))    CC  

Anger is a type of emotion.    A letter is part of a word. 

A toe is part of a foot. 

      

44))  CC    99))    CC  

Someone who is angry is not happy.   A dog is a type of pet. 

A drill is a type of tool. 

      

55))  DD    1100))  DD  

Someone who is starving is very 
hungry. 

  A characteristic of a tuxedo is to be formal. 

A characteristic of a diamond is to be hard. 
 



WWoorrkksshheeeett  77  

11))  DD    66))    CC  

Someone who is terrified is very afraid.   Something that is insignificant lacks 
importance. 

      

22))  AA    77))    AA  

A wing is part of the body of a bird.    A brush is used to paint. 

A straw is used to drink. 

      

33))  DD    88))    DD  

A characteristic of a circle is to be 
round.  

  A characteristic of a skyscraper is to be tall. 

A characteristic of a rainbow is to be 
colorful. 

      

44))  AA    99))    DD  

Someone who is young is not old.   Hockey is a type of sport. 

Chemistry is a type of science. 

      

55))  CC    1100))  DD  

Someone who is hideous is very ugly.   The teeth are used to chew. 

The legs are used to walk. 
  

WWoorrkksshheeeett  88  
  

11))  CC    66))    CC  

Pain is a type of feeling.   A characteristic of a feather is to be light. 

      

22))  BB    77))    DD  

Something that is easy is not difficult.    Something that is strange is not normal. 

Something that is new is not old. 

      

33))  AA    88))    AA  

Someone who is bald lacks hair.    Someone who is ignorant lacks knowledge. 

Someone who is scared lacks courage.  

      

44))  BB    99))    AA  

A peach is a type of fruit.   Someone who is brilliant is very intelligent. 

Someone who is devastated is very 
disappointed. 

      

55))  AA    1100))  BB  

A thermometer is used to measure 
temperature. 

  A string is part of a guitar. 

A wheel is part of a bicycle. 



WWoorrkksshheeeett  99  
  

11))  BB    66))    AA  

A razor is used to shave.   A shovel is used to dig. 

      

22))  BB    77))    AA  

Something that is cold lacks warmth.    A mattress is part of a bed. 

A drain is part of a sink. 

      

33))  AA    88))    BB  

Winter is a type of season.    A clock is used to measure time. 

A ruler is used to measure length.  

      

44))  DD    99))    DD  

A characteristic of honey is to be sticky.   Saturday is part of the weekend. 

January is part of the winter. 

      

55))  AA    1100))  CC  

The opposite of boring is exciting.   War is the opposite of peace. 

Joy is the opposite of sadness. 
 

WWoorrkksshheeeett  1100  
  

11))  BB    66))    AA  

A broom is used to sweep.   A microscope is used to examine. 

A letter is used to communicate. 

      

22))  AA    77))    CC  

A faucet is part of a sink.    A characteristic of ice is to be slippery. 

A characteristic of paper is to be thin. 

      

33))  AA    88))    DD  

Silver is a type of metal.    Someone who is depressed is very sad. 

Someone who is elated is very happy.  

      

44))  BB    99))    CC  

Something that is delicious is very 
tasty. 

  The speakers are part of a stereo. 

The wings are part of an airplane. 

      

55))  DD    1100))  AA  

A characteristic of a mountain is to be 
tall. 

  A needle is used to sew. 

A movie is used to entertain. 
 

 


